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About This Game

Drop in to the world of two friendly beetles: relaxed Spoko and angry friend Poko. They need your help to transport a ball to
their cottage. Are you ready to help them? Remember to collect all diamonds on the way!

In this arcade game, you can surf in search of diamonds

By manipulating the angry Poko beetle, bounce the ball using the cart
You will encounter many obstacles on the way; we make you familiar with selected ones:

Initial levels consist mainly of racing in search of diamonds and gold
Then you are moved into the world of the Galactic defenders in the good old arcade style

Levels above 15 consist mainly of pinball
Levels above 20 consist of cosmic black holes with eyes of aliens
Levels above 25 consist of arkanoid with our heroes in the lead

On the levels above 27, you will have to fight against angry birds, which will try to take the ball away from our beetles, avoid
them! Pink birds will give you diamonds and only those should be smashed

On the levels above 30, you will find UFO flying with aliens
On the levels above 34, you will lead a battle against the alien force

On the levels above 38, you will find a mine, whose tracks lead to a golden temple
In the gold rush, everything is possible, so watch out for jumping carts

On the levels above 40, there are colored candies, which replicate upon touching the ball making the game more difficult
Collect all the candies to get a bonus
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Help the beetles to find a road home, which is located at their farm
Moreover, we can hear funny talking beetles in the game.
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Title: Spoko and Poko
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
LemonOrange
Publisher:
LemonOrange
Release Date: 18 May, 2015
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It was broken on release, but it has been fixed by the developer (talking about admisitrative privileges). But beyond that, my
biggest problem here is the controls. This game was designed for a mobile platform in terrms of the type controls that it's going
for, you don't get the precision that you'd want (at least I'd want) regarding the mouse. Sadly, that leads to a bunch of problems,
and while variety eventually develops, the gameplay doesn't excite me as much as I would hope.

+:
-It now runs
-Different premise, interesting to say the least.
-There's variety down the line.

-:
-Controls are too imprecise for my liking, and leads to some problems in terms of the technical precision needed to do some
puzzles. Repeating the same parts over again can get irritating.
-Music will wear on you, and also got a DMCA on one part one when attempting to make a video (just fyi for YTers out there).
-Gameplay lacks oompf.
-Early on, combination of imprecise controls and gameplay leads to problems.

Footage of Gameplay:: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uskOzz-XBC4
Footage of attempted Play here for first video: http:\/\/youtu.be\/ivgbev2r34E
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